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The ever-increasing pace of neural network (NN) based solutions for computer vi-

sion tasks is making them one of the main consumers of digital images nowadays.

This raises the question of whether the traditional human-oriented image codecs,

or the adapted version of these codecs for the machine-targeted use cases are effi-

cient enough for the massive amount of image data generated every day for both

humans and machines. This thesis explores the abilities of the image codecs that

are designed specifically only for machine-consumption. To the best of the student’s

knowledge, this is the first end-to-end learned machine-oriented image codec pro-

posal. It presents an end-to-end framework for designing NN-based image codecs for

machines, as well as a set of training strategies that address the delicate problem of

balancing competing losses in multi-task training, namely image distortion loss, rate

loss, and computer vision task losses. The experimental results show the superior

coding efficiency of the proposed codecs in comparison with the current state-of-the-

art standard VVC/H.266 on object detection and instance segmentation, achieving

-37.87% and -32.90% BD-rate gain, respectively while being extremely fast thanks

to its compact size. These results also serve as a proof-of-concept for a new approach

to Image coding for machines.

Keywords: image coding for machines, loss weighting, multitask training, deep

learning, image codec.

The originality of this thesis has been checked using the Turnitin Originality Check

service.
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1 Introduction

For the last decades, digitalized signals have been replacing the role of analog sig-

nals as the main form for media archiving. Video coding describes the techniques of

storing digitalized video signal (encoding), and reconstructing the input data from

the encoded data (decoding). The primitive objective of video coding is to reduce

the footprint of the encoded data while preserving the fidelity of the decoded data,

therefore video coding is also referred to as video compression. There are mainly

two groups of coding techniques: lossless compression and lossy compression. Loss-

less compression techniques seek to faithfully restore the coded data with perfect

fidelity to the original input, while the lossy techniques explore the optimal trade-

offs between footprint size and the volume of distortions in the reconstructed data

with respect to its input. This thesis will only discuss the latter approach, and such

devices or programs that encode or decode data streams are hereafter referred to as

“codecs”.

Image coding is a special case of video coding where the video sequence con-

tains only one frame, hence the development of video coding also implies the evolu-

tion of image coding.

1.1 Traditional coding standards - image coding for humans

There are many video coding standards developed throughout the years, such as

AVC/H.264 [1], HEVC/H.265 [2], VVC/H.266 [3] and VP8 [4]. These standards

can be used for image coding with the “All-Intra” configuration, where each frame

in the video sequences is coded independently. In other words, in this configuration,

each frame is treated as an individual image. Within the scope of this thesis, video

codecs in the “All-Intra” configuration are considered as image codecs and they are

referred to only in this configuration. There are also other image coding standards

that are designed specifically for image coding, such as JPEG [5], JPEG-2000 [6, 7],

WebP [8] and BPG [9].

All of the above-mentioned standards exploit the human vision redundancies to

achieve lower bitrate. Figure 1.1 illustrates the pipeline of image coding for human

consumption and the trade-off optimization problem that comes with it. In this

pipeline, the image visual quality is measured by human evaluation, which is why

the traditional standards are always optimized for the human visual system.
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Figure 1.1 The traditional approach of image coding – Image coding for humans. In this
scheme, the uncompressed image data is compressed and decompressed respectively by the
encoder and decoder from the traditional codecs, such as HEVC or VVC. The decompressed
data is evaluated in terms of visual quality by human consumers. The coding efficiency is
measured considering the bitstream size or bitrate and the visual quality.

1.2 Image coding for machines

According to Cisco Annual Internet Report (2018-2023) [10], machine-to-machine

connections will be the fastest-growing category, taking up 50% of the total devices

and connections by 2023. The rising use of neural network (NN)-based approaches

for computer vision tasks (Figure 1.2) has made machine learning applications,

besides humans, occupy a large proportion of image data consumption, oftentimes

being the only ones, e.g. self-steering system for autonomous cars in [11]. In this

thesis the computer vision tasks are simply referred to as machines. These ma-

chines are usually trained and applied on human-targeted compressed images. The

problems with this approach are two-fold:

• Machine vision does not share all the characteristics of human vision. The

human-targeted images are compressed by the traditional coding standards

that exploit the human visual redundancies, hence may contain distortions

that are less perceivable by humans but can severely damage the performance

of the machines.

• A significant amount of the information contained in these images is likely to be

unnecessary for a NN to perform a task. For example, a pedestrian detection

network does not need too many details of the sky or of the buildings on the

sides of the road.

These problems directly lead to sub-optimal compression performance. Thus, it is

likely that higher coding efficiency can be achieved with a codec that is designed
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Figure 1.2 Image coding for machines – ICM. Instead of optimizing for human visual
quality, the ICM codecs aim for vision task accuracy. The coding efficiency therefore is
measured by bitrate–task performance trade-off optimization.

to serve machines as its first-class consumer. Additionally, machine learning appli-

cations usually require a massive amount of data for their model training. There-

fore a new domain of solutions for image coding specifically designed for machine-

consumption is desirable. This new category of image coding techniques is expected

to enhance data compression efficiency while preserving machines’ performance, con-

sequently named “Image coding for machines” (ICM).

The ultimate goal of ICM is to have superior coding efficiency when the con-

sumers are machines, without the knowledge of its down-stream tasks, therefore can

effectively replace the role of traditional image coding standards in these use cases.

This is an emerging topic and it has been actively studied in recent years, alongside

Video coding for machines (VCM). An overview of the challenges and prior work to

this problem will be presented in chapter 2. At this early stage, while being com-

pletely task-agnostic is still the long-term target, the current studies, including this

thesis, also explore the potential of different coding paradigms that are conditioned

to some extent to the information of the consumer machines.

In the scope of this thesis, a new end-to-end approach to ICM is proposed, its

effectivity is explored as a proof-of-concept on two task networks: object detection

and instance segmentation, and its potential is discussed in the later chapters. This

thesis views the two main goals of image coding for machines, low bitrate and high

task performance, as the objectives of an optimization problem. It then proposes

a compression framework that is able to achieve a more optimal bitrate – task

performance trade-off for machines than that of the latest traditional image/video

coding method VVC/H.266.

The contributions of this thesis are the followings:
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• Proposing a training, evaluation, and inference pipeline that can be trained in

an end-to-end fashion using common deep learning algorithms.

• Introducing a novel loss weighting strategy for multi-task training applied to

the above pipeline.

• Providing the benchmark results of two learned codecs targeting two differ-

ent vision tasks: object detection and object segmentation. The results are

compared against the performance of the state-of-the-art traditional codec

VVC/H.266 on different targeted bitrates.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: chapter 2 presents the theoretical

background and prior arts in machine-targeting image/video coding. chapter 3 and

chapter 4 propose and evaluate an end-to-end pipeline for training image coding

for machines codecs. Chapter 5 presents the evaluation results, in comparison to

traditional standard VVC/H.266. Further discussion and conclusions are presented

in chapter 6.
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2 Background

This thesis is proposing a neural network autoencoder based method of image cod-

ing in the use cases of Image coding for machines. Additionally, by posing the

problem as a multi-task learning problem, the work in this thesis also develops the

training strategy based on the prior work in the subject. In the first section of

this chapter, the theoretical background of neural networks and image coding is

reviewed. Next, the ongoing standardization activities and conducted studies on

different paradigms of ICM that are compatible with the traditional image coding

standards are presented. Then, the neural network-based studies of image compres-

sion and the general concept of autoencoders is discussed. The following section

presents the recent techniques of training multi-task neural networks and the last

section gives a brief overview of the vision task network architectures that are used

in this thesis.

2.1 Preliminary background

2.1.1 Neural networks

In this section, the fundamentals background of the convolutional neural network

(CNN) and data compression are reviewed. “Artificial Neural networks” or simply

“Neural networks” in this thesis are statistical data models inspired by biological

neural networks. In the last 2 decades, because of the long stride ahead in terms

of computing infrastructure that is made available mainly via parallel computing

frameworks on Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) hardware, NN-based solutions

have become more affordable and practical. Neural networks since then have been

receiving a lot of attention.

The building block of neural networks is perceptron (Figure 2.1) that receives

the signals from other perceptrons in the neural network, processes the input data

with its learned weights and bias, and sends the result through a non-linear function,

such as sigmoid or ReLU [12], to other perceptrons.

Let x1, x2, ..., xn ∈ x denote the input signals, the output of the perceptron is

defined as:

y = f(
n∑
i=1

wixi + b), wi ∈ θ (2.1)

where θ denotes the weights, b denotes the bias of the perceptron, and f(·) is a non-

linear function. The weights and biases in literature sometimes are referred to as

“parameters” of the neural networks. To simplify the notation, biases are considered
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Bias

Non-linear
function Output

Figure 2.1 A perceptron in neural networks. The output y is an input to the perceptrons
in the next layer.

as special weights. During the training process of a neural network, its parameters

are updated so that the expected distances between the outputs and the targets, i.e.,

the loss, are minimized. The most common algorithms for updating the parameters

are gradient-based methods, in which the weights are updated by a function of the

gradients of the loss with respect to the weights:

θ = θ − α · ∇θJ(θ), (2.2)

where α and ∇θJ(θ) denotes the learning rate and the gradients with respect to

θ, respectively. For more information regarding the neural networks, readers are

referred to [13].

Convolutional neural networks

A multi-layer perceptron neural network theoretically can learn to capture any pat-

terns, given it has enough perceptrons. Unfortunately, in such cases, the algorithm

complexity grows exponentially. In computer vision, the input data is usually in

the form of images or videos that have a large number of individual values for every

sub-pixel that would make a multi-layer perceptron infeasible. The convolutional

neural network (CNN) is invented to alleviate this problem, inspired by the human

visual system. One of the first CNN is introduced in [14], whose authors perform a

handwriting recognition task using a neural network with convolutional layers [15]

and spatial sub-sampling layers, representing the basic form of CNNs. The convo-

lutional layers convolve a fixed size kernel on their inputs. The outputs of every
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layer in a CNN are called “feature maps”, which are treated as inputs by the fol-

lowing layers. The spatial sub-sampling layers in between the convolution layers are

to widen the receptive field of the neural network so that it could capture spatial

features in different sizes.

A CNN, by mimicking the “receptive field” of human vision, can effectively cap-

ture the visual patterns on the input image with much fewer parameters because

the parameters of fully-connected layers are now replaced by the shared parameters

of the kernels. Fewer parameters means faster and smaller model hence less de-

pendent on the hardware devices. Additionally, the linear convolution operator can

be implemented as matrix multiplications and run in parallel by GPUs. Besides,

CNNs inherit a few merits from the human vision that make them suitable for vi-

sion tasks: the trained parameters in CNN tend to be robust to visual features of

different scales, positions, or rotations.

2.1.2 Entropy coding

The common paradigm of image/video coding in many coding standards, e.g. JPEG,

JPEG-2000 or VVC/H.266 [2, 3, 5, 6] is transform coding [16], where the input data

is transformed into a more compressible representation, such as DCT transforms in

JPEG, VVC or Discrete Wavelet Transform in JPEG-2000. The compressibility is

measured by the number of bits needed to encode the data into a bitstream. This

number is lower-bounded by Shannon entropy [17], thus this bitstream coding step

in image/video coding is also known as “Entropy coding”. There are two widely

adopted entropy coding families of algorithms that can almost guarantee the lower-

bound is achieved, given a long enough string of input symbols: arithmetic coding

and asymmetric numeral systems (ANS).

In arithmetic coding, a string of symbols will be encoded into one float number.

The probability of the next symbol determines which sub-range of value that symbol

will be encoded into. For example, given a dictionary of 4 symbols A, B, C, D with

the probabilities in Table 2.1. The string of symbols “ACD” would be encoded as

shown in Figure 2.2.

Symbol Probability
A 0.6
B 0.2
C 0.1
D 0.1

Table 2.1 Probability distribution

The arithmetic encoder and decoder need to look upon the Table 2.1 to ac-

complish their tasks, therefore this table is also referred to as “prior distribution”.
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Figure 2.2 Encoding of symbol string “ACD” . Source: [18] (Public domain).

In the case of “adaptive” arithmetic coding, this table would change at every step

according to the “context”. As for asymmetric numeral systems, instead of looking

into sub-ranges of the current range, this algorithm to scales up the range by a factor

based on the prior distribution. ANS may not be as optimal in terms of compres-

sion efficiency as arithmetic coding, but in return almost as fast as Huffman coding.

This graceful trade-off makes ANS a useful family of entropy coding algorithms in

practice.

The entropy model (sometimes referred to as prior probability model) tries to

predict this table for the entropy coder. The more accurate it is, the lower entropy

it gets, lower-bounded by the entropy of the unknown actual distribution of the

symbols.

2.2 Traditional standards-based approaches to image coding

targeting machine consumption

2.2.1 Standardization activities

The conventional way of using traditional codecs for task networks exposes its weak-

ness in the explosion of IoT (Internet of Things) devices when the amount of visual

signal data that is the material of machine-to-machine communications exponen-

tially growing. Here arise the concerns whether the traditional codecs for visual

signal compression are efficient enough for this new era. In order to address this,

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has issued the standardizations of Com-

pact Descriptors for Visual Search (CDVS) [19], Compact Descriptors for Visual

Analysis (CDVA)[20] and lately, Video Coding for Machines (VCM) Ad-hoc group

[21]. CDVS and CDVA explore the “Analyze then Compress” paradigm, as opposed
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to “Compress then Analyze”, where the input data is compressed and transmit-

ted to the machines for visual features extraction and analysis. In “Analyze then

Compress”, instead of transmitting the visual signal data, its visual features are ex-

tracted and transmitted instead. Here are a few key points of these standardization

activities:

CDVS aims to improve the visual searching speed and accuracy in mobile devices.

It specifies a normative feature extraction process with hand-crafted descriptors.

This approach also helps distribute the work of feature descriptors extraction. How-

ever, it has difficulties handling more complicated analysis, where the hand-crafted

descriptors of the images are not sufficient for good task performance.

CDVA further improves the task performance by adopting the feature descriptors

based on deep neural networks into a normative feature extractor. This approach is

being explored, initial studies have shown promising results [22]. In [23], the authors

use the CDVA descriptors as the input for autonomous agents of different types to

make decisions or detection actions. The current limitation of this approach is,

however, it needs a generic deep neural network that can extract features for broad

use. Given the fast-changing development of the deep learning community, finding

such NNs is challenging.

VCM Ad-hoc group explores the techniques of compressing video primarily

for machine-consumption, and optionally also for human analysis. For example,

a surveillance camera sends its signals directly to the task network for anomaly

detection with no human interaction, but when a human agent wants to investigate

the footage, there might be a way to reconstruct the human-consumable signal with

an additional bitstream of data. The requirement documents for this study group

are still in an early stage, but it is expected to bridge the gap between traditional

video coding and other machine-targeting video coding techniques. At the time

of this thesis, the VCM group was focusing on a few major computer vision tasks,

namely: object detection, object tracking, instance segmentation, action recognition

and event detection. A more complete list of the key tasks can be found in [24].

The work of this thesis falls within the scope of VCM activities.

2.2.2 Feature maps compression

In a computer vision system, the task networks are located on the receiver-side,

thus the devices on this side are required to have enough computational power for

the task. When dealing with a centralized system, for instance, a smart city IoT

system in which the cloud center receives data from the edge devices and returns
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the vision task results such as object detection back to them. The bandwidth and

computational requirement for this central unit could be prohibitively expensive

when the number of edge devices grows. By following the “Analyze then Compress”

strategy, authors of [25] and [26] alleviate this problem by splitting the task net-

work and putting the parts into both sides, off-loading the computational demand

on the cloud center. The sender-side devices extract and pack the intermediate

feature maps at the splitting point, compress them using a standard video codec

(HEVC/H.265) and send the bitstream to the other side. The compressed features

are unpacked on the receiver-side and then are fed into the other part of the task

network for task results. The intermediate feature maps of a vision task network

usually have smaller spatial sizes and more channels than those of the natural input

image, e.g. 512 channels. Therefore to compress these feature maps using a standard

video codec that is designed for 3-channel images, the feature maps tensor would be

transformed into a compatible format. Authors of [25, 26] experiment with tiling

the feature maps for a big grayscale image or stacking them along the temporal

axis with a determined order of correlation level. The transformed tensor would

be treated as a normal video by the video codec, with their pseudo-spatiotemporal

redundancy analyzed and exploited for compression. So far none of the work in this

direction has reported coding efficiency in comparison with the conventional scheme.

Additionally, the application of feature compression-based methods to improve the

coding efficiency encounters the following challenges:

• The traditional codecs are designed for natural image formats (e.g., 3-channel

color image), while the feature maps tend to have arbitrary dimensional sizes

or even be in arbitrary dimensionality. In order to deal with this issue, one

can reshape the feature maps to satisfy the input format requirement, such

as proposed in [25, 26]. However, this is clearly an unexpected behavior to

the traditional image codecs, and the algorithms determining the order of the

feature maps in the new pseudo-image are still open for study.

• Moreover, in many cases, the intermediate feature maps of a neural network

contain much more latent elements than the number of sub-pixels in the input

image. On top of that, these latent elements have different value distributions

than that of natural images, for which the traditional codecs are optimized.

Therefore the coding efficiency of a traditional codec in this case is likely to

be sub-optimal.

• Finding a clean “splitting point” can be challenging as the model architectures

in deep learning have been adopting more complicated structures, for example,

the residual connections [27] or feature pyramid architecture [28] may limit the

options for such points.
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2.2.3 Other standard-compliant approaches

To directly optimize the video codecs for task performance, some authors endeavor

to modify the video codecs that are designed for humans, while preserving the coded

bitstream format, thus keeping it still compatible with the unmodified modules.

In [29], the authors first compare the task performance on HEVC/H.265 coded

data with on VVC/H.266 coded data. The bitrate saving gain with respect to task

performance when using the new VVC codec is not as much as the saving gain

concerning the human vision metric. Furthermore, they found that almost all of

the in-loop filters have a negative impact on the bitrate saving and computational

complexity for the machine-targeting pipeline. By disabling these filters, a signifi-

cant bitrate saving gain can be achieved. Again this work shows that the traditional

codecs are not optimal for computer vision tasks.

The work in [30] proposes to reformulate the conventional rate-distortion op-

timization (RDO) in VVC/H.266 by replacing pixel-based distortion metrics with

feature-based distortion metrics, consequently guides the standard encoder to re-

duce the distortion of the features for the task network, thus improves the coding

efficiency. The authors of [31] on the other hand fine-tune the weights of JPEG XS

[32] “High” profile for task performance.

Although the above methods manage to improve coding efficiency or reduce the

computational complexity, they don’t aim to completely replace the conventional

pipeline for human-oriented coding but instead, they only add incremental capabil-

ities to the system.

2.3 Neural network based image codecs

Although Image coding for machines is still a new research field, the use of neural

network-based modules to aid or completely replace the traditional image codec has

already been actively studied recently.

In [33], a CNN post-filter is used to further enhance the image quality, while [34–

37] seek to effectively model the distribution of the input images that is provided to

the entropy coder for lossless compression. Additionally, auto-encoders have been

widely used as the neural network-based image codecs in recent work for end-to-end

training. More details regarding the distribution modeling and auto-encoder codecs

will be discussed in the next subsections.
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2.3.1 Prior probability distribution modeling

Autoregressive context models - Pixel RNN/CNN and Pixel CNN++

The bold idea of this scheme is first proposed in [34] with Pixel Recurrent Neural

Network (Pixel RNN) and Pixel Convolutional Neural Network (Pixel CNN). The

main goal of Pixel RNN/CNN is to model the prior distribution of the input image

x with an autoregressive model illustrated in Figure 2.3. In an autoregressive

model, a value xn is conditioned on the previous values xn−1, xn−2, ..., xn−i. In the

proposed scheme, the dependencies are in the sub-pixel level, i.e. xn denotes the

channel-wise value. With a powerful RNN, in Pixel RNN, i is unbounded and the

dependencies can go all the way to the start, i.e. x1. However, this creates a burden

of computational complexity, therefore the authors also adapt their idea to a CNN

architecture (Pixel CNN), in which the dependencies are bounded naturally by the

receptive fields of the masked convolutional kernels.

Context

Context R G B

Context R G B

Context R G B

Figure 2.3 The autoregressive model in [34]. Left: Pixel xi is conditioned on all
previously generated pixels (context). Right: The connectivity of the masked convolutions.
In the first layer, each channel connects to the context and the previous channels. In the
subsequent layers, the channels are also connected to themselves.

While Pixel RNN/CNN demonstrates superior compression efficiency, its encod-

ing speed and computational power requirements are impractical for broad usage.

To this end, [35] further improves the coding speed by using a discretized logistic

mixture likelihood to model the element values, hence reduce the number of param-

eters, together with relaxing the sub-pixel level to whole-pixel level dependencies,

and other modifications. Even though the speed improvement is significant, it still

cannot take advantage of parallel computational power in GPUs for feasible runtime
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because of the autoregressive “context” nature of this scheme in general.

Lossless image compression through super-resolution - SRec

The authors of [37] proposed a hierarchical learning scheme that involves distribution

estimation at multiple scales. The overview of this model is shown in Figure 2.4.

The goal of this model is to learn the distribution P (xl|xl+1), where xl+1 denotes the

downsampled version of xl, this step can be done multiple times at multiple scales.

As a result, only the downsampled image are encoded, together with the super-

resolution distributions for every scale with the expectation that the total size of

the coded bitstreams is smaller than that of the full-size image. The downsampling

is done by Average Pooling with a stride of 2, meaning the average of 4 pixels in xl

produce 1 pixel in the downsampled image xl+1. This deterministic behavior makes

the fourth pixel in the group can be obtained for free given the other three during

the upsampling process, consequently further increases the bitrate saving gain.

lossless SR

SR
bitstream

lossless SR

SR
bitstream

lossless SR

SR
bitstream

Figure 2.4 Image compression with super-resolution pipeline in [37]. Instead of com-
pressing the full-size image, this scheme compresses the smallest-scale image and the loss-
less super-resolution bitstreams (SR bitstreams) of the subsequent scales.

Lossless image compression using multi-scale feature maps – L3C

In L3C [36], the probability distribution model is a factorization of the component

distributions learned at different scales of the feature pyramid. The feature elements

are modeled by discretized logistic mixtures that are conditioned on the prior from

the previous scales as shown in Figure 2.5. By using non-autoregressive models

at almost every step, encoding and decoding using this architecture are orders of

magnitude faster than Pixel CNN. This makes L3C a practical model, although its

compression efficiency is not as good as Pixel CNN.
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<latexit sha1_base64="06rEWvWPE+mR3cLra/xJ60akb/c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="06rEWvWPE+mR3cLra/xJ60akb/c=">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</latexit>

D(1)E(1)

Q

Q

Q

p(x|f (1))

<latexit sha1_base64="4wvR69rL9Lr0/FTYmppURbMrn94=">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</latexit>x

F1
<latexit sha1_base64="ZY2aPDpL0HKvlaQxxdljREkf50Q=">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</latexit>

F2
<latexit sha1_base64="VOPAAQGAnmgVKZ0BN+SHAK1bgOQ=">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</latexit>

F3
<latexit sha1_base64="fUNfXFpyoPAshTWxGZ/EHD9RF1A=">AAADO3icbVJba9RAFJ7GW11vrfrmy9BFaGUJyXbFgiwsCKJvFd22kIQymZxkh51LmJm4riE/wVf9Nf4Qn30TX313km2h7fZAwpdzzpfznUtacmZsEPza8G7cvHX7zubd3r37Dx4+2tp+fGRUpSlMqeJKn6TEAGcSppZZDielBiJSDsfp/E0bP/4M2jAlP9llCYkghWQ5o8Q618e3p/unW/3ADzrD6yA8A/3JU9TZ4em2txNnilYCpKWcGBOFQWmTmmjLKIemF1cGSkLnpIDIQUkEmKTutDb4ufNkOFfaPdLiznuRURNhzFKkLlMQOzNXY63z2tiX8wLroVRc544qmx8kNZNlZUHSlbS84tgq3I4KZ0wDtXzpAKGaue4wnRFNqHUDvVTAsvnXVd8t4izVRC9rMyMlGL8AJcBq5iqspZTKsHYRTBbrfKK1WhjH6sUSFlQJQWT2IqZMuzFnUZjUcZsene9/vNvK89vPvaTu4QsWS5VB1Akar/iDnHE+XsyYhUGmyWLApASNXU/jodsm7v61h+t+2LxuGichg9zV6IZcu81rVS6pylrhtS7Spg78lweDwB+O3GvUuKsKr97QOjga+uG+P/ww6k/er84LbaJnaAftohC9QhP0Dh2iKaKoQN/Qd/TD++n99v54f1ep3sYZ5wm6ZN6//2DqCvk=</latexit>

P1
<latexit sha1_base64="cIDd9WCY2Ag8QxtlVbXJUVEU380=">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</latexit>

P2
<latexit sha1_base64="ex7ehuBSNnzha3rEhW+KvLysgis=">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</latexit>

P3
<latexit sha1_base64="vAz32BTBxFG2jsSUj0z9aXYsyAg=">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</latexit>

p̃(z1|z2, z3)
<latexit sha1_base64="NLutEiq1mB5VsV0bjT8mKCXow4w=">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</latexit>

p̃(z2|z3)
<latexit sha1_base64="qTts+XRtb2s9h8F5pC+AE8rszzk=">AAADTXicbVJNb9NAEN26QEv4Sik3LqtGSAmKLDsNohKKFIkL3IpE2kq2Fa3X42SV9a61uyE4xr+FK/wazvwQbgixdlqpbTqSreeZeZ43H3HOmTae93vH2b13/8He/sPWo8dPnj5rHzw/03KpKEyo5FJdxEQDZwImhhkOF7kCksUczuPF+zp+/gWUZlJ8NkUOUUZmgqWMEmNd0/ZhaBhPAOfd9XSAv+H19Lg3bXc812sMbwP/EnTGL1Bjp9MD5yhMJF1mIAzlROvA93ITlUQZRjlUrXCpISd0QWYQWChIBjoqG/UVfmU9CU6lso8wuPFeZ5Qk07rIYpuZETPXt2O1887Y16sC26E4u8sdLE16EpVM5EsDgm6kpUuOjcT18HDCFFDDCwsIVcx2h+mcKEKNHfGNAoYt1pu+a8RZrIgqSj0nOWh3BjIDo5itsJWSS83q1TAx2+YTpeRKW1YrFLCiMsuISF6HlCk75iTwozKs04Orixh1a3lu/dmLyha+ZqGQCQSNoNGG308Z56PVnBnoJ4qs+kwIUNj2NBrYbeLmXz1cdvzqXVVZCQmktkYz5NJuXsm8oDKphZdqFlel57456XvuYGhfw8pelX/7hrbB2cD1j93Bp2Fn/HFzXmgfvURHqIt89BaN0Qd0iiaIogJ9Rz/QT+eX88f56/zbpDo7l5xDdMN29/4DnFUQFQ==</latexit>

p̃(x|z1, z2, z3)
<latexit sha1_base64="KBz1RWntzb/p7Ba5RgUmrqm0pUs=">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</latexit>

z2
<latexit sha1_base64="OSUlLIyMQZhO3zMEyjCv822dEbk=">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</latexit>

z3
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p̃(z3) = U

Figure 2.5 (Courtesy of the authors of [36], permissions to use this figure and its
caption are given for this thesis): Overview of the L3C model architecture. At every scale
s ∈ [1, S], the output of the feature extractor Fs is quantized as zs. The joint distribution
p̃(x, z1, ..., zS) is modeled using the non-autoregressive predictors Ps.

Hyper-prior models

In [38–40], the authors propose end-to-end pipelines for image transform coding [16],

where the image’s latent representation and its distribution are entropy encoded

instead using hierarchical learned hyperprior. This is a line of work that is utilized

in the proposed method of this thesis, in which the main targeted end-users are the

task networks, and the main coder is substituted by a more capable one. The details

of these models are discussed later in section 3.2 of chapter 3.

2.3.2 Auto-encoder in image coding

An auto-encoder in the scope of this thesis is a neural network architecture that

consists of an encoder and a decoder. Figure 2.6 illustrates an overview of autoen-

coders. Auto-encoders have been widely adopted to learn the semantic features or to

reduce the dimensionality of the input. Many proposals on NN-based image codecs

are using this structures, e.g. [36, 38–40]. Given an input x, the encoder E(·) takes

x as input and transforms it to a latent representation z. The decoder D(·) then
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inverses the latent representation z to reconstruct the input as x̂. Formally:

z = E(x;θE)

x̂ = D(z;θD),
(2.3)

where θE and θD denote the parameters of the encoder and decoder, respectively.

The approximation relationship between x and x̂ is usually imposed by minimizing

the difference between them, for example using a `2-norm distance:

d = ‖x− x̂‖2
2 (2.4)

In image coding, the difference between x and x̂ is also referred to as “distortion”.

In order to avoid trivial solutions, for example, both E(·) and D(·) are identity

functions, in many cases, the latent dimensionality is forced to be narrower than

that of the input, hence the information capacity is also smaller. This way, the

parameters θE of E(·;θE) have be adjusted so that information contained in the

latent representation z is the most crucial. Consequently, the parameters θD of

D(·;θD) have to adapt to the latent representation of the input image in order

to reconstruct it. As a result, the encoder learns to present the input in a more

compact way (compress), and the decoder learns to reconstruct the original input

from the encoded tensor (decompress).

In image coding, the “compact” nature is measured by bits per pixel (bpp or

BPP), meaning the average number of bits that are used to store the information

for each pixel on the original image. This metric is also referred to as “bitrate” or

“rate” interchangeably in this thesis.

Latent
representationInput Output

Figure 2.6 Basic architecture of an autoencoder.
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The use of residual connections in auto-encoders

The concept of residual connections is first introduced in [27]. It is proved that

residual connections can help neural networks go much deeper without gradient

vanishing or gradient exploding. The use of residual connections is also studied and

experimented on auto-encoders. In [41] shown the importance of residual connec-

tions for better representation learning. They significantly boost the performance

on both classification and reconstruction tasks, in comparison with a system without

residual connections. The authors of [42] study auto-encoders usage with residual

connections in text document image restoration, in which the combination of two

types of residual connections yields superior performance to the other compared

methods.

2.4 Neural network training techniques for multi-task sys-

tem

Conducted study in [43–46] give evidences of the complicated trade-off relationship

between vision task performance, rate, perception and distortion in image coding.

The authors of [43, 44] prove the existence of the three-way trade-offs of classification

error rate, distortion, and the perceptual differences that cannot be optimal at

the same time. Similarly, [46] shows that bitrate, distortion, and the perceptual

differences are at odds with each other. In an end-to-end system such as the one

being proposed in this thesis, the goal is to find the optimal trade-offs between the

objectives, i.e. bitrate and task prediction error. Thus, balancing the objectives is

a critical matter.

On the other hand, in a multi-task neural network system, the training loss is

a combination of the component losses corresponding to the objectives. A näıve

training loss is given by a weighted summation of the component losses:

Ltotal =
N∑
i=1

wi · Li, (2.5)

where N denotes the number of component losses and wi denotes the weight for

component loss Li. The authors of [47] provide a multi-task training overview, which

discusses the importance of loss weighting and gives highlights to a few automatic

loss balancing techniques, as opposed to fixed weighted losses. These techniques are

summarized below:

Dynamic weight average [48]: The authors via this work propose a dynamic

loss weighting strategy that considers the rate of loss change of each task at each
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iteration. The weight of task i at iteration t is given by:

wi(t) = N · exp(λk(t− 1)/T )∑N
a=1 exp(λa(t− 1)/T )

,

with λi(t− 1) =
Li(t− 1)

Li(t− 2)
,

(2.6)

In this equation, λi expresses the changing rate of Li and T controls the “softness”

of the weighting: a large T results in more even distribution between tasks.

Loss weighting using uncertainty [49]: This approach balances the losses

by maximizing the likelihood with task-dependent uncertainty. For instance, let

F (x;θF ) be the output of a NN-based regression model with parameters θF given

the input x. We can define the likelihood of this model as a Gaussian as follow:

p(yi|F (x;θF )) = N (F (x;θF ), σ2
i ), (2.7)

where yi denotes the target of task i and σi denotes the observation noise. For

multiple tasks, the likelihood becomes a factorization over the outputs:

p(y1, ...yN |F (x;θF )) = p(y1|F (x;θF ))...p(yN |F (x;θF )) (2.8)

Then one can design their loss function to maximize the likelihood with respect to

σi to balance the losses. In practice, the loss function weighted by this method is

often given by:

Ltotal =
N∑
i=1

(
1

2σ2
i

· Li(yi,F (x;θF )) + ln(σ2
i )

)
, (2.9)

where σi are trainable parameters.

Loss weighting using uncertainty with positive regularization term [50]:

The loss function in Equation 2.9 can yield negative value when σ2
i < 0. This

work adapt the loss weight technique in [49] by simply modify the regularization

term from ln(σ2
i ) to ln(σ2

i + 1), enforcing positive value for the losses. The revised

equation is given by:

Ltotal =
N∑
i=1

(
1

2σ2
i

· Li(yi,F (x;θF )) + ln(σ2
i + 1)

)
(2.10)

These techniques automatically balance the loss weights based on their statistical

analysis. While this is a nice feature, they don’t directly offer full control over the
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priorities of the objectives. In the work of this thesis, it is a key feature for successful

codec training. Therefore a new non-fixed (dynamic) loss weighting strategy is

presented in subsection 3.4.1.

2.5 Neural network for computer vision tasks

The neural network architectures that are used for object detection and instance

segmentation in this thesis will be reviewed in this section.

2.5.1 Object detection

This vision task seeks to identify the rectangular bounding box of the object in-

stances in the input image. The network architecture for this task is Faster R-CNN

[51], which aims to improve the region proposals in Fast R-CNN [52]. Fast R-CNN

is an object detection network that detects and classifies objects on each region of

interest (RoI) proposal. The region proposals in Fast R-CNN are found by a se-

lective search algorithm [53]. In essence, the training loss of this network is made

up of two components: object classification loss and bounding-box regression loss,

denoted by Lcls and Lreg, respectively. The overview of Fast R-CNN is shown in

Figure 2.7.

Input image

Feature maps

CNN
feature

extractor

RoI pooling
Fully

connected
layers

Class

Bounding box

Region proposals

For each RoI

Figure 2.7 Fast R-CNN architecture for object detection as described in [52]. The re-
gional proposals are given by a selective search algorithm. RoI pooling extracts the features
corresponding to the region proposals and feeds them to the classifier.

In Faster R-CNN, instead of using a selective search algorithm, the authors

introduce a Region Proposals Network (RPN) in order to boost the detection speed

of the system by sharing the feature extraction layers with the detection branch,

which is essentially the Fast R-CNN network. The architecture of Faster R-CNN is

given by Figure 2.8. Outputs of the RPN network contains two parts: “objectness”

indicates whether the proposed region is an object or background, and bounding

box regression for the offsets from the pre-defined anchors. Therefore the training
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loss for this module has 2 components: objectness loss Lobj and region proposal

regression loss Lpreg. Formally, the two branches of RPN and object classifier are

optimized with a training loss given by:

Ltask = Lcls + Lreg︸ ︷︷ ︸
classifier branch

+Lpreg + Lobj︸ ︷︷ ︸
RPN branch

(2.11)

Input image

Feature maps

CNN
feature

extractor

RoI pooling
Fully

connected
layers

Class

Bounding box

For each RoI

RPN

Region proposals

Figure 2.8 Faster R-CNN architecture for object detection as described in [51]. The
region proposals are suggested by a region proposal network (RPN).

2.5.2 Instance segmentation

The Mask R-CNN framework [54] shown in Figure 2.9 is used for task instance

segmentation. The goal of instance segmentation is to detect the object bound-

aries at pixel-level for every object instance. This network architecture is simply an

Input image

Feature maps

CNN
feature

extractor

RoI pooling

RoI align

Fully
connected

layers

Class

Bounding box

For each RoI

RPN

Region proposals

CNN Binary mask

For each RoI

Figure 2.9 Mask R-CNN architecture for instance segmentation as described in [54]
Another branch dedicated to binary mask prediction is added to the system.

extension of the Faster R-CNN discussed in the previous subsection. It adds a seg-

mentation mask prediction branch to predict the masks on each RoI in parallel with
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the existing Fast R-CNN branch for object classification. The new mask prediction

branch is independent of the classifier branch, since it predicts the binary masks

for every class, regardless of the object classification. This branch is optimized by

imposing the minimization of segmentation loss, denoted by Lmask The training loss

for this network is given by:

Ltask = Lcls + Lreg︸ ︷︷ ︸
classifier branch

+Lpreg + Lobj︸ ︷︷ ︸
RPN branch

+ Lmask︸ ︷︷ ︸
mask branch

(2.12)
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3 Proposed method

The proposed Image Coding for Machines (ICM) system has three main neural

components which are shown in Figure 3.1: a pair of encoder-decoder (autoencoder)

as the main coder, an entropy model, and a task network. In contrast to the end-

to-end framework in [40], the proposed system targets task performance instead of

pixel-domain fidelity. When one needs to perform a specific task on an image x, the

image is sent to the encoder network E(·;θE) to produce a more compressible latent

representation y = E(x;θE), which is then quantized and losslessly compressed by

the Entropy Encoder (EE) using the probability distribution pŷ estimated by the

Entropy model (discussed in section 3.2). The output bitstream of this compression

is transmitted to the receiver-side to be decompressed and eventually reconstructed

by the decoder x̂ = D(ŷ;θD). The task network analyzes x̂ as input and returns

the task results.

Input image

Hyper Encoder

hyper 
bitstream

EE ED

Hyper Decoder

Entropy
model

bitstream
EE ED

Task network

Prediction

Output image

Receiver side

Probability
model

Figure 3.1 Overview of the proposed ICM system. The main codec consists of the
neural network Encoder E and Decoder D. The Hyper Encoder and Hyper Decoder learn
the hyperprior from the latent tensor y. The Probability model estimates the probability
distribution using the hyperprior and provide it for the entropy encoder (EE) and entropy
decoder (ED). The task network in this system is a frozen pretrained network and provide
task loss Ltask during the training stage and prediction in the evaluation stage.
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3.1 Auto-encoder

Instead of reducing distortion in the reconstructed signal like other common auto-

encoders, the proposed auto-encoder aims to produce a data tensor of the same

Conv 
C: 64 S: 2

PReLU

Res blocks
C: 64 S: 1

Conv 
C: 64 S: 1

ReLU

Conv 
C: 64 S: 2

PReLU

Res blocks
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C: 64 S: 1

ReLU

Conv 
C: 6 S: 2

TConv
C: 64 S: 2

PReLU
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ReLU
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PReLU
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ReLU

TConv
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(a) Auto-encoder overview

Basic
block

Conv

Basic
block ReLU Basic

block
Basic
block ReLU

Conv

Basic
block ReLU

Conv

Conv ReLU Conv ReLU

(b) Inside the “Res blocks” blocks

Figure 3.2 The convolutional blocks are illustrated by sharp rectangles. “Tconv” denotes
the transposed convolutional layers. In each convolutional block, “S” denotes the stride and
“C” denotes number of output channels for all of the children blocks. These values are
inherited from the parent block if not stated.
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size as the input image that provides good task performance while consuming a low

bitrate. The architecture for the autoencoder is built from blocks of convolutional

layers and skip connections as shown in Figure 3.2. For non-linearity, ReLU [12]

and PReLU [55] are applied on output of each convolutional block or layer. Instead

of reducing distortion in the reconstructed signal like other common auto-encoders,

the proposed auto-encoder aims to produce a data tensor of the same size as the

input image that provides good task performance while consuming a low bitrate.

These two objectives are formally denoted as task loss Ltask and rate loss Lrate
respectively.

The number of channels of the intermediate layers and the last layer are con-

siderably low to remain a compact model size for a better encoding speed and low

resource consumption. This auto-encoder is optimized with the aforementioned loss

terms. The details for this training will be discussed in section 3.4

Let x, x̂ ∈ RW×H×3 denote a pair of color images of spatial size W × H. The

encoder transforms the input x into a latent representation y = E(x;θE), with

y ∈ RW
8
×H

8
×6 and θE denotes the learnable parameters of the encoder. The latent

tensor y is then quantized by the quantizer ŷ = Q(y) and sent to the decoder for

a reconstruction: x̂ = D(ŷ;θD). During training process the quantization step is

relaxed to make gradients back-propagation possible, the details are discussed in

subsection 3.4.2.

3.2 Entropy model

For entropy coding, the proposed pipeline uses an asymmetric numeral systems

(ANS) [56] codec. An ANS entropy encoder first encodes a stream of symbols into a

single natural number according to the probability distribution of the symbols then

converts the number into a binary bitstream. The proposed ICM system aims to

encode the quantized latent ŷ with the unknown associated marginal distribution mŷ

into a bitstream with minimum code length, which is lower-bounded by the Shannon

entropy [17]. Since mŷ arises from both the unknown input image distribution px

and the transformation method Q(E(·;θE)), the code length can only be estimated

by Shannon cross-entropy:

R = Eŷ∼mŷ
[− log2 pŷ(ŷ)]

= Ex∼px [− log2 pŷ(Q(E(x;θE)))] ,
(3.1)

where pŷ denotes the estimated distribution of ŷ. The Shannon cross-entropy is

minimized when pŷ is identical to mŷ. The entropy model seeks to learn pŷ, also

known as “prior” of ŷ in order to minimize R. The next sub-sections present the

entropy model used in this ICM system.
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Figure 3.3 (Courtesy of the authors of [39], permissions to use this figure and its
caption are given for this thesis): Left: an image from the Kodak dataset [57]. Middle
left: visualization of a subset of the latent representation y of that image, learned by
a factorized-prior model. Note that there is clearly visible structure around edges and
textured regions, indicating that a dependency structure exists in the marginal which is not
represented in the factorized prior. Middle right: standard deviations σ̂ of the latents
as predicted by the model augmented with a hyperprior. Right: latents y divided element-
wise by their standard deviation. Note how this reduces the apparent structure, indicating
that the structure is captured by the new prior.

3.2.1 The scale-hyperprior model

This model is originally proposed in [39] based on the intuition that the spatially

neighboring elements of the latent representation y tend to vary together in their

scales (standard deviations). This structure dependency is usually not well-captured

by a factorized-prior model, resulting in sub-optimal compression efficiency. There-

fore the authors propose a “hyperprior” architecture in order to capture this de-

pendency. Their example illustration of the spatial scale-variation is shown in Fig-

ure 3.3.

The authors of [39] model the elements of the approximated quantized latent

tensor ỹ by a zero-mean Gaussian:

ỹi = N (0, σ2
i ) + U(−1

2
,
1

2
), (3.2)

where standard deviation (“scale”) σi is predicted by the hyperprior model, and

the uniform distribution U(·) is the approximation of quantization step (further

discussed in subsection 3.4.2) The probability of ŷi is then given by a closed-form

formula:

pŷ (ŷi | σ̂i) = pỹ (ŷi | σ̂i) =

(
N (0, σ̂i) ∗ U

(
−1

2
,
1

2

))
(ŷi) =

∫ ŷi+1/2

ŷi−1/2

N (y | 0, σ̂i) dy

(3.3)
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Because of this formulation, σ̂ is considered as the “prior” of pŷ, making it the

“hyperprior” of ŷ.

The “hyperprior model” in general includes another auto-encoder structure

that takes the latent y as input, stacked on top of the main auto-encoder. The

“hyperprior” tensor σ̂|σ̃ has the same dimensionality as that of the quantized latent

tensor ŷ|ỹ, meaning each element ŷi|ỹi of ŷ|ỹ will get one scale prediction σ̂i|σ̃i. The

pipeline overview is shown in Figure 3.4.

Main
encoder

Hyper-
encoder

Hyper-
decoder Hyperprior

Main
decoder

Figure 3.4 General overview of the “hyperprior” approaches. The hyper encoder and
hyper decoder pipeline are stacked on top of the main coder, take the latent y as its input.
The “hyper-latents” is denoted as z. The hyperprior learned from the hyper coder pipeline
is use for distribution estimation of y.

3.2.2 The joint autoregressive and hierarchical priors model

Extending the “scale hyperprior” model [39] (subsection 3.2.1), this model, proposed

in [40], captures more correlations in the latent representation y by:

• Switching from zero-mean Gaussian scale models to Gaussian mixture models

for the latent elements modeling. That means the hyperprior will also include

the means of the Gaussians, which are assumed to be zero-mean in [39]. The

output hyperprior tensor therefore has double the number of channels for both

means and scales.

• Adding an autoregressive context model and another NN model to combine

the context information with the output of the hyper-autoencoder in order to

produce the final hyperprior. The whole pipeline is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 (Courtesy of the authors of [40], permissions to use this figure and its cap-
tion are given for this thesis): The combined model jointly optimizes an autoregressive
component that predicts latents from their causal context (Context Model) along with a
hyperprior and the underlying autoencoder. Real-valued latent representations are quan-
tized (Q) to create latents (ỹ) and hyper-latents ẑ), which are compressed into a bitstream
using an arithmetic encoder (AE) and decompressed by an arithmetic decoder (AD). The
highlighted region corresponds to the components that are executed by the receiver to re-
cover an image from a compressed bitstream.

The probability of ŷ, given the learned parameters then becomes:

pŷ (ŷ | ẑ,θhd,θcm,θep) =
∏

i

(
N (µi, σ

2
i ) ∗ U

(
−1

2
, 1

2

))
(ŷi)

with µi, σi = gep (ψ,φi;θep) ,ψ = gh (ẑ;θhd) , and φi = gcm (ŷ<i;θcm) ,
(3.4)

where θhd,θcm and θep are the learned parameters of the hyper-decoder, context

model, and entropy parameters networks, respectively.

Without the zero-mean assumption of the Gaussian mixtures, the predicted dis-

tribution of ŷ would have smaller scales and would be more accurate, thus improves

the compression rate. Additionally, combining the information stream from the con-

text model with one from the hyper-autoencoder, in the authors’ words, is beneficial

from two perspectives:

• Context model can provide more information without giving up bitrate because

it is autoregressive.

• The hyper-autoencoder can “look into the future” to provide more useful in-

formation.

Figure 3.6 visualizes the different results coming from different hyperprior ap-

proaches. By the trained model of each kind, the same input image is compressed, of

which the latents of the highest entropy channel are visualized. The proposed model

with a context module shows superior predictions of the latent values, consequently

leading to the best entropy compression efficiency.
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Figure 3.6 (Courtesy of the authors of [40], permissions to use this figure and its
caption are given for this thesis): Each row corresponds to a different model variant and
shows information for the channel with the highest entropy. The visualizations show that
more powerful models reduce the prediction error, require smaller scale parameters, and
remove the structure from the normalized latents, which directly translates into a more
accurate entropy model and thus higher compression rates. Their entropy model assumes
that latents are conditionally independent given the hyperprior, which implies that the
normalized latents, i.e. values with the predicted mean and scale removed, should be closer
to independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise.

3.2.3 The entropy model in the proposed ICM system

One major drawback of the proposed joint context and hyperprior model in subsec-

tion 3.2.2 is the causality inherited from the autoregressive context model, meaning

the inference on this model has to be sequential. This makes the inference speed

prohibitively slow since the model can not take advantage of parallel computing, re-

sulting in an impractical solution. Because of that, the proposed ICM system in this

thesis opts for a more practical variant of this model for its Entropy module, which

is a simpler extension of the scale-hyperprior model described in subsection 3.2.1.

This model transforms the hyperprior into mean and scale parameters, but unlike

the joint context-hyperprior model, it does not employ the context model. The final

pipeline is thus shown in Figure 3.1, where the Encoder and Decoder modules are

described in section 3.1. Note that the proposed ICM pipeline can also be viewed

as a modified version of the “Mean & scale Hyperprior” described in [40], with

the main coder replaced by the auto-encoder in section 3.1.
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3.3 Task networks

Since the proposed ICM system targets the image vision task-NNs as the main

consumers, the high fidelity output images is not a requirement. Instead, task

performance is prioritized. Good task performance can be achieved by imposing

corresponding task loss Ltask minimization on the proposed system training. In

order to validate the proposed system, 2 different models are trained and evaluated

for image compression targeting 2 different computer vision tasks: object detection

with Faster R-CNN [51] and instance segmentation with Mask R-CNN [54]. The

VCM Ad-hoc group also chooses these vision tasks and network architectures for

study in the MPEG standardization activities.

The task network in the proposed pipeline (illustrated in Figure 3.1) is frozen,

meaning no modification is allowed to the pre-trained model weights. The task

loss term Ltask is assigned to the training task loss of the respective task model.

Gradients derived from the task loss differentiation are back-propagated to update

the main coder. The task networks are frozen in this system is a practical aspect that

enables the resulting system to be easily integrated to other workflows. Without

this constraint, the ICM system might achieve even better compression efficiency

due to the fact that the task network is further optimized, but the integration of the

learned codec would require also the fine-tuning of the task network in the existing

host workflows, therefore makes it less adoptive.

The task loss Ltask is defined for each task object detection and instance seg-

mentation by Equation 2.11 and Equation 2.12 of chapter 2, respectively.

3.4 Training strategy

Human-oriented image coding is often formularized as a rate-distortion optimization

(RDO) problem:

J = R + λ ·D, (3.5)

where J denotes the cost function, R is the expected rate loss and D is the expected

distortion loss, and λ is the Lagrange multiplier governing the trade-off between

them [1–3, 5, 6, 36–40]. The expected distortion is usually measured by the `2-norm

distance between the input image x and output images x̂: D = ‖xi−x̂i‖2
2. To reduce

distortion D on the output, more information needs to be encoded, consuming more

encoding bits, i.e. high bitrate R, and the other way around. The common way of

performing RDO in NN-based methods is to find a certain set of values for λ (and

other hyperparameters) for each working point so that the desired bitrate–distortion

is achieved after a certain number of training iterations [36–40]. The search space for

RDO is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The learned models are then saved as compression

models for the bitrate that they achieved on the validation set.
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Optimal trade-offs

Figure 3.7 The rate-distortion trade-off search space as described in [38]. The shaded
region represents all the possible rate-distortion trade-offs over all possible parameter set-
tings.

Since the proposed ICM system is optimizing for task performance, it naturally

extends the above mentioned conventional RDO approach by adding the task loss

Ltask to the “distortion” term D. The training is then formulated as a multi-task

optimization, the general training loss function is given by:

Ltotal = wrateLrate + wmseLmse + wtaskLtask, (3.6)

where wrate, wmse and wtask are the scalar weights for each loss term Lrate,Lmse and

Ltask, respectively. The Mean Square Error (MSE) loss term is error between the

input and output of the codec: Lmse = 1
N

∑N
i=1‖xi − x̂i‖2

2, where N denotes the

mini-batch size. Ltask and Lrate were defined and discussed earlier in section 3.3 and

section 3.2, respectively.

3.4.1 Loss weighting strategy

Multi-task training loss such as Equation 3.6 can be optimized by simply pre-

defining a set of scalar values for wrate, wmse and wtask that result in the desired

minimization of each loss term. Another approach is to dynamically balance the

losses based on different on-the-fly statistical analysis of the gradients or the losses

themselves [48–50].

Rather than using fixed loss weights, the proposed ICM system uses a dynamic
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loss weighting strategy for effective multitask training because of the following rea-

sons:

• The competing nature of the loss terms makes their respective gradients to

worsen the performance of the others’. It is critical to have the right balance

between the objectives in each update, which is very challenging for fixed loss

weighting due to its inflexibility.

• Exhaustive search for the optimal weights is very time-consuming [49].

However, the dynamic loss balancing techniques mentioned above are based on the

statistics data (e.g. loss changing rate, prediction uncertainty), that are only vis-

ible in runtime. Therefore governing the trade-off between the objectives requires

analysis and manipulation at low-level functions, which poses a challenge to those

who wish to shift the balance between objectives. In image and video coding, the

priorities of the objectives are different for each use case. For example, a traffic

surveillance camera system may prefer a low latency transmission to the ultra-high

video quality, thus it accepts the low bitrate and higher distortion trade-off. In

contrast, a photo library software may prioritize better quality for its offline image

labeling using a classification model, hence prefers low distortion with high bitrate

trade-offs. The ability to control the trade-offs for multiple targeted bitrates, often

referred to as “rate-control”, is a feature well-desired by image and video codecs. To

tackle all of the aforementioned requirements, the proposed loss weighting strategy

is a dynamic loss weighting technique that offers better “rate-control” in a higher-

level expression than the previous automatic loss balancing techniques, while still

manages to handle the competing-losses balancing problem effectively. The gen-

eral principles of the proposed strategy is discussed below, followed by two concrete

examples.

General strategy: The task networks are trained on natural images, thus expect

close-to-natural images as their input. In that light, the proposed ICM system

trains a base model with only Lmse (wtask = wrate = 0, wmse = 1). The base

model is capable of reconstructing images for decent task performance since the

reconstructed images are very good resemblances of the input ones, imposed by

low MSE. Then it fine-tunes the base model by gradually raising wrate and wtask,

which eventually leads to the dominant impact of the gradients of Lrate and Ltask
on the accumulated gradients flow, effectively pushing the system to achieve an

optimal task performance for a given bitrate constraint, i.e. closer trade-off values

to the convex hull in Figure 3.7. Consequently, the same training instance is able

to achieve a new rate-task performance value for a different targeted bitrate after

every iteration (see the results in section 5.2). In other words, in every iteration,
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the model tries to obtain a trade-off value that is close to the optimal convex hull.

Learning rate decay [58] is applied to keep the training stable, as the magnitude of

Ltotal in Equation 3.6 tends to increase over time due to the raising loss weights.

At inference time, the desired bitrate can be achieved by using the closest model’s

checkpoint (i.e., saved parameters) in terms of bitrate achieved during training on

a validation set.

Example 1: In this example, the evolutions of the loss weights throughout training

iterations happen in five phases. They are illustrated in Figure 3.8. Each phase of

the training is intuitively designed in accordance with the user’s intentions:

• Phase 1: To train the base model with only Lmse for decent task performance.

The weights for the other losses are 0s.

• Phase 2: Ltask starts to contribute to the gradients due to the increasing wtask.

• Phase 3: Lrate is gradually introduced to the training.

• Phase 4: To focus on enhancing the task performance by increasing wtask while

keeping wrate unchanged.

• Phase 5: The system is now stable. Search for the best trade-offs of the two

main objectives (Ltask and Lrate) in different policies imposed by the increasing

gradient flow dominance of them. For example, since the wrate is high in this

phase, the network is forced to heavily compress the input data thus achieve

a low bitrate, while high wtask at the same time force the system to store the

information that is critical for the task-NN under the given bitrate constraint.

Example 2: Another example of the loss weighting techniques that uses the pro-

posed principles is illustrated by Figure 3.9. The strategy is designed as followings:

• Similar to the previous loss weighting example, let Lmse dominate the gradient

flow in the first phase, the ease down its influence.

• Ltask and then Lrate gradually get improved after the “warm-up” phase.

• Ltask stops increasing its impact after a certain number of iterations, therefore,

leaves room for the bitrate Lrate improvement.

• Lrate keeps increasing its influence till the end of the training, effectively push-

ing for the best bitrate–task performance trade-offs.
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Figure 3.8 Example 1: Loss weights evolution over iterations. There are 5 phases in
this strategy, separated by the vertical lines.
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Figure 3.9 Example 2: Loss weights evolution over iterations. There are 4 phases in
this strategy, separated by vertical lines.
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3.4.2 Quantization approximation

The quantization step Q(·) makes the gradients with respect to the parameters of

the encoder become zero almost everywhere. In order to enable end-to-end training

for the proposed ICM system, the quantization approximation [59] is applied, which

substitutes the quantization step with additive uniform noise. During the training

Figure 3.10 (Courtesy of the authors of [59], permissions to use this figure and its
caption are given for this thesis): pŷi is densities of the quantized yi (ŷi). pỹi is the
continuous approximation of the mass in each quantization bin.

process, the quantization step is relaxed by this technique, and it is switched back on

during compression (inference stage). The approximated quantization of an element

yi is denoted by a tilde: ỹi = yi + ∆yi, with ∆yi ∼ U(−1
2
, 1

2
). Then the density

function is

pỹi = pyi ∗ U(−1

2
,
1

2
), (3.7)

where “∗” is the continuous convolution operation. The example densities are illus-

trated in Figure 3.10.

In section 5.4 of chapter 5, the effect of this technique on the proposed codecs is

evaluated.
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4 Experiments

The framework in chapter 3 is evaluated on two tasks: instance segmentation and

object detection as these are ones of the key vision tasks that receive the attention

of the VCM Ad-hoc group [24]. Both of the neural network models for the two tasks

use Resnet-50-FPN backbones [28]. The task networks are pre-trained on COCO

dataset [60]. The pre-trained models are provided by Torchvision1[61], and the rest

of the framework is implemented with Pytorch 1.5 [62].

The uncompressed dataset Cityscapes (fine annotations) [63] is used for training

the proposed models (train subset), and for codec evaluation (val subset). The val

(validation) subset consisting of 500 images is used for the evaluations of the VVC

codec and the proposed learned codecs targeting 2 different tasks: object detection

and instance segmentation. Since the task models are pre-trained on the COCO

dataset, only the results for the common classes of the 2 datasets are evaluated,

which are: car, person, bicycle, bus, truck, train, motorcycle. The environmental

configurations are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Environmental configurations

Hardware configurations Software

CPU: Intel Core i9-9940X
GPU: NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti 11GB (×2)

OS: Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS
Pytorch: 1.5.0
Torchvision: 0.6.0
CUDA: 10.2
Python: 3.8.3 64bit

4.1 Pareto front

In multi-objective optimization, the Pareto front (or Pareto frontier) [64] is used

for representing the most efficient allocations that are not strictly dominated by

any other candidates. In other words, it is the set of best solutions for every given

criterion. An example of a Pareto front is given by Figure 4.1. For a fair and

practical comparison, the candidates from the proposed method and the baseline

should be the best possible ones from both sides, hence the Pareto front is used as

the algorithm to select the candidates for the comparison of the results.

1The pre-trained models can be found at https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/
models.html

2Available at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Front_pareto.svg

https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Front_pareto.svg
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Figure 4.1 (Courtesy of Johann Dréo2 under the CC BY-SA 3.0 license) An example of
Pareto front. The boxed points represent feasible choices (candidates), and smaller values
are preferred to larger ones. Point C is not on the Pareto frontier because it is dominated
by both point A and point B. Points A and B are not strictly dominated by any other, and
hence lie on the frontier.

4.2 Evaluation baseline - VVC codec anchors

The baseline performance is established by using the reference software VTM-8.2

[65], All-Intra configuration of the state-of-the-art codec standard VVC, under JVET

common test conditions (CTC) [66]. The Quantization Parameter (QP) values are

commonly used for rate-control, i.e. achieving different bitrate-distortion trade-off,

in traditional codecs such as VVC. Considering the task networks are state-of-the-

art models which are trained to be robust to the input image scales, the scaling

factors of the input images are also taken into account as rate-control options of

VVC in an ICM system. Thus, in addition to using the QP parameters to achieved

different bitrates, the VVC codec in this evaluation also takes advantage of the

scale-robustness of the task network to create better baseline anchors. For example,

the object detection task network may produce the same level of task performance

when using inputs that are downsampled by 2 in both width and height, resulting in

a 4 times bitrate reduction while preserving the same task performance. Therefore,

there are two set of settings for rate-control with VVC in this ICM benchmark:

QP ∈ {22, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47, 52} and resolution ∈ {100%, 75%, 50%, 25%}, making

up a total of 28 combinations. The resolution represents the downsampled size of

the images in both width and height, e.g. a resolution 50% image has its width

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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and height equal to half of them of the 100% resolution image, which means it has

a 4 times less number of pixels. The validation set (val subset of Cityscapes) is

compressed using these 28 configurations, resulting in 28 versions. Each version is

evaluated for bitrate and task performance as an anchor point. A summary of the

anchor generation for each combination of QP and resolution is shown in Figure 4.2.

The Pareto front (discussed in section 4.1) of the anchors is chosen to be the

baseline for ICM targeting the corresponding task network, visualized in Figure 5.1.

Original PNG
image

Down-
scaling

Convert PNG to
YUV 

Compress with
VTM-8.2

Convert to
PNGUp-scalingRun task

network
Calculate

mAP

Calculate
BPP

Decompress
with VTM-8.2

Figure 4.2 Baseline anchor generation for each set of QP and resolution configurations
of the VVC codec. Note that PNG [67] is a lossless compression, therefore the PNG
decoded data is still considered as uncompressed images.

4.3 System setup for training and evaluation of the learned

codecs

4.3.1 Training setup

The proposed systems for two NN-based codecs targeting the two task networks are

trained on the train subset of Cityscapes (fine annotations) dataset, which consists

of 2975 2048 × 1024 images and pixel-level annotations for both object detection

and instance segmentation. Each of the codecs has about 1.5 millions trainable

parameters. Because of the GPU memory limitation, the auto-encoder (codec) and

the task network are placed into two separate GPUs, in each system setup. The

codecs were optimized using gradient-based Adam optimizer [68] with batch size of

1 and learning rate starting at 10−5. The learning rate is scheduled to decrease by

0.005% every epoch. The two codecs were trained for 984 and 993 epochs for object

detection and instance segmentation, respectively, in roughly 2 weeks.

Loss weighting strategy In these experiments, the loss weight values wmse, wtask

and wrate, discussed earlier in subsection 3.4.1, are modeled as functions of the

training epoch number that follow the example strategy number 1 illustrated by
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Figure 3.8. Concretely, the weight values at epoch number e is given by:

wmse = 1,

wtask =

0, e < p1

4fw(e− p1, 1.01), e >= p1

,

wrate =


0, e < p2

2fw(e− p2, 1.01), p2 <= e < p3

2fw(e− p3, 1.01), p3 <= e < p4

2fw(e− p4, 1.02), e >= p4

,

(4.1)

where (p1, p2, p3, p4) = (50, 75, 120, 165) and fw(x, a) = 10−3(ax−1)

4.3.2 Evaluation setup

After every epoch of training, the trained model is evaluated on the validation set

and its states are saved as a checkpoint. The model is evaluated on 500 images of

the val (validation) subset of Cityscapes (fine annotations). The evaluation result

for every epoch comprises the average bitrate and the average task performance

over the whole validation set. The metric for bitrate is Bits Per Pixel (BPP),

calculated by dividing the length of the compressed bitstream by the number of

pixels in the original image, which in this case is 2048 × 1024 = 2097152 pixels for

every image in the validation set. The task performance metrics, for both object

detection and instance segmentation, are mean Average Precision (mAP) of different

IoU thresholds in range [0.5:0.05:0.95] as described in [63]. The results for every

epoch is saved as candidates for Pareto set selection (discussed in section 4.1) in

later comparison with the baseline. Note that the reported bitrates for comparison

with the baseline in chapter 5 are the actual bitrates arising from the length of the

compressed bitstream using the learned codecs.
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5 Evaluation results

5.1 Baseline performance - VVC anchors
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(a) Object detection
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(b) Instance segmentation

Figure 5.1 Baseline performance given by the VVC codec for two tasks: object detection
and instance segmentation.

Figure 5.1 shows the anchors and their Pareto fronts, which are chosen to be
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the baselines for the targeted tasks. The baseline evaluation process is described in

the previous chapter. As can be seen from the figures, most of the data points are

included in the Pareto sets. Additionally, it is clearly shown in the evaluation of task

instance segmentation, the curve of resolution 75% lies above the one of resolution

100% (i.e. it has better trade-offs) in bitrate range [0.05, 0.25], while the curve of

resolution 25% is the most efficient in bitrate range [0, 0.05]. In the evaluation of

object detection, the right-most green anchor points, corresponding to QP option 22

of resolution 75%, has almost the same task performance as the one from resolution

100%, QP 22 (the right-most red anchor point), while saving about 40% of bitrate.

The above analysis proves that the resolution factor, in addition to QP, is also a

valuable bitrate control option for ICM. Therefore the Pareto fronts of these anchor

points are closer representations of the optimal solutions for ICM using a traditional

codec, namely VVC.

Lastly, it should be noticed that due to the compression distortions of the tradi-

tional codec, the task performance on the compressed data is always worse than the

task performance of the uncompressed data, which is represented by the horizontal

lines on the top of the two figures.

5.2 Compression efficiency in comparison against the base-

line

Figure 5.2 shows that the proposed codecs outperform their baselines at almost

every given bitrate, i.e. the task performance on the dataset compressed by the pro-

posed codecs is almost always better than the one coming from VVC compression,

indicated by the blue curves of proposed codecs being above the red curves of VVC

standard codec, in both of the figures for the two tasks. Interestingly, while the tra-

ditional codec VVC introduces distortions that are harmful to the task performance,

even with configurations for high-quality output such as QP 22 of resolution 100%,

the learned codec can improve the task performance if the bitrate budget allows,

as shown on the figures, where the blue curves manage to rise above the horizontal

lines of uncompressed task performance, for example, when the bitrates are higher

than 0.15 bpp, the instance segmentation performance of the data compressed by

the learned codec is better than that of the uncompressed data. It is worth men-

tioning that at the peak performance, the proposed codecs still consume less than

70% amount of bitrate for the QP 22 of resolution 100%, in both tasks.
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Figure 5.2 Performance comparison of the proposed codecs against the baselines for the
corresponding tasks

In traditional image compression, one way to compare the efficiency of two codecs

is to calculate the Bjøntegaard Delta Rate (BD-Rate)[69] with respect to Peak Signal
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To Noise Ratio (PSNR). This metric reports the average difference between the two

Rate-Distortion curves. Within the ICM landscape, the PSNR metric is replaced

by the task performance, as well as the Rate–Distortion curves are replaced by the

Rate–Task performance curves such as the ones in Figure 5.2. For this thesis, the

main comparisons would be between the Pareto fronts of the same targeted task.

As a common practice, each anchor point on the baseline curves is matched with

a point of the comparing curves (i.e. the curves from the proposed codecs) that

has the closest bitrate. Then the BD-Rate values are calculated on the overlapping

range in terms of bitrate between the pairs of curves made up from the matched

points.

The BD-Rate values of the curves in Figure 5.2 are shown in Table 5.1. These

values represent the average bitrate savings of the proposed codecs in comparison

with the VVC baselines. For instance, the proposed codec for task object detection

on average consumes 37.87% less bitrate for a similar level of task performance

compared to the Pareto front of VVC anchors. Similarly, the proposed codec for task

instance segmentation also outperforms the VVC codec by 32.90% of bitrate saving.

As a reference, although not directly comparable, for instance segmentation using

the same validation data (val subset of Cityscapes) and same task-NN architecture

(Mask R-CNN with Resnet-50-FPN backbone), the authors of [30] report up to

9.95% of bitrate saving compared to VVC codec for the following QPs: 12, 17, 22

and 27 of resolution 100%. Note that they use different QP values and their model

is pre-trained directly for Cityscapes on its train subset [70].

Table 5.1 Bjøntegaard Delta Rate (BD-Rate) with respect to task performance of the
proposed codecs against the baseline and additional VVC anchors of different resolution
settings.

Resolution
Targeted task Pareto front (baseline) 100% 75% 50% 25%

Detection -37.87% -32.86% -33.89% -34.76% -38.76%
Segmentation -32.90% -33.77% -28.58% -29.98% -28.04%

The average encoding time of a 2048 × 1024 image in the Cityscapes validation

set is approximately 0.15 seconds with a batch size of 1. As a reference, the VVC

encoding runtime for the same resolution (100%) validation image is about 126

seconds on a cluster with Intel Xeon Gold 6154 CPUs (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 VVC codec encoding time using VTM-8.2 reference software [65]

Resolution
Encoding time 100% 75% 50% 25%
Overall (Sec.) 376777.6 251454.6 142702.3 48529.95
Average (Sec.) 125.5925 83.8182 47.56743 16.17665
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5.3 Visual output inspection

In this section, a few examples of the output images from the proposed codec for

instance segmentation are examined to gain important insights into the efficiency

of the method. Figure 5.3 shows the decompressed images by the learned codec,

which are given to the task network (instance segmentation) for task performance

evaluation. The images on the same row are the outputs of the codec for different

targeted bitrate, given the same input image. These outputs show that the system

has learned to compress more aggressively on the regions that are not too important

to the task network. In particular, the shapes and edges of the pedestrians or vehicles

on the street are better-preserved than other regions on the images, since those are

the instances that the task network has to identify. The learned codec, by effectively

suppressing the details for non-important regions, manages to consume less bitrate

for the compressed data, while preserving the task performance, eventually leads to

a better compression efficiency than that of the traditional VVC standard codec.

5.4 Ablation study on the quantization approximation ac-

curacy

As mentioned in subsection 3.4.2, a relaxed quantization is applied during the train-

ing process of the model. In practice, to avoid extra complexity and reduce training

time, the experiments in this thesis after every epoch of training also report an

estimated bitrate with approximated quantizations instead of running an actual

compression that outputs the binary bitstream. The preliminary Pareto fronts are

selected by evaluating the estimated bitrates of their corresponding checkpoints.

The checkpoints that are selected to be on the preliminary Pareto front then are

re-evaluated for the accurate bitrate for the benchmark reports. The differences

between the estimated bitrates with relaxed quantization and the actual bitrates

obtained by running compression with quantization are insignificant, as shown in

Figure 5.4. In the lower bitrate range, the estimated bitrates and the actual bitrates

are almost identical, for both codecs targeting the two tasks.
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BPP: 0.247 BPP: 0.045 BPP: 0.008

BPP: 0.241 BPP: 0.030 BPP: 0.006

BPP: 0.259 BPP: 0.028 BPP: 0.010

BPP: 0.222 BPP: 0.054 BPP: 0.007

Figure 5.3 Decoded outputs for instance segmentation in different bitrate ranges. The
lower bitrate, the more suppressed background to reserve the bitrate budget for the more
important regions that include the objects the task network is trying to detect. In those
images that contain many important object instances, the backgrounds are almost flattened
out.
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Figure 5.4 Estimated bitrates using quantization approximation versus the actual bi-
trates. “Pareto front (reported)” denotes the curves that are obtained by running real
compressions and were reported for comparison with the VVC anchors in chapter 5.
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6 Discussion and summary

In this thesis, the downsides of using traditional video coding standards for machines

to machines communication are addressed. They mostly come from the fact that

traditional codecs are designed for human-consumption. That makes the traditional

codecs inefficient when the end-users are vision tasks, both in terms of bitrate and

task-performance. Next, an overview of prior work aiming to tackle those problems

is given. At the time when this thesis is in progress, the prior arts are mainly focused

on modifying or enhancing the traditional paradigms for better task performance.

In chapter 3, a novel ICM (Image coding for machines) system is proposed. In

this system, the codec is trained to directly improve the performance of the task

networks. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time an end-to-end

neural network-based system is proposed to address the Rate–Task performance op-

timization considering machines as the only consumers. Additionally, an effective

training strategy for multi-task optimization is also introduced. The efficiency of the

new proposed system is compared to that of the state-of-the-art traditional codec,

VVC/H.266 (chapter 5). In this comparison, the proposed method demonstrates

its superior efficiency when it comes to machines-targeted image coding by outper-

forming the traditional codec VVC/H.266. Moreover, the effect of the quantization

approximation is also studied, it shows that the additive uniform noise can closely

model the quantization effect on the latent representation. The experimental results

reveal a few key points of the proposed method:

• Coding efficiency: The VVC baseline performance evaluation in this thesis

are designed to take advantage of the spatial scaling robustness of the tar-

geted task networks, on top of the conventional bitrate-control technique us-

ing Quantization parameters (QP). Even when compared to that baseline, the

Rate–Task performance of the proposed method on average still saves 37.87%

of bitrate for the same object detection performance with Faster R-CNN and

32.90% of bitrate for the same instance segmentation performance with Mask

R-CNN.

• Codec that acts as an enhancing module: Instead of causing distortions

that deteriorate the task performance as in traditional codecs, the results of

the proposed codecs show that they are able to enhance the task performance

on uncompressed data while significantly reduce the bitrate consumption. This

is also proof of the inefficiency of traditional codecs in ICM use cases.

• Coding complexity: With a modest model size of 1.5M parameters, the
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proposed codecs can compress image data at a practical speed (roughly 0.15

seconds per 2K image).

• Compatibility: Since the proposed method aims to completely replace the

traditional codecs in ICM, the trained codecs can be seamlessly integrated into

other pipelines without modifying the other components, e.g. fine-tuning the

task networks in the existing workflow.

• Further explorations: The reconstructed output of the proposed codec in-

dicate that although the codecs are trained for specific task networks, it still

learns to preserve the critical information that is beneficial to different tasks

or different architectures. On the other hand, there are likely correlations be-

tween the features needed by different tasks, which implies that compressing

a generic bitstream for multiple tasks is more efficient than compressing the

bitstreams separately. These are subjects for future work.

The proposed ICM system and the multi-task training techniques proposed in

this thesis are highly adaptive and configurable. It can be easily utilized in other

work targeting different objectives, or in the scope of ICM, targeting different task

networks. As for further developments, this work opens new interesting research di-

rections, such as the multitask bitstream compression and task features correlations

study mentioned earlier. The auto-encoder architecture is also a promising topic

since a rather small and simple one as proposed in this thesis already works out

very well.
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